Add 7-9 Years to Your Life

Follow Dr. Roger Gallant as he addresses today's lifestyle challenges in Part 2 of a 5 part series.

Click here to watch this video

We listened to your feedback...

- "I can't take more than one week off of work to attend the ProActive Program".
- "The ProActive Program is too expensive".
- "I am not currently diagnosed with any specific lifestyle disease but I know I need to change my lifestyle".
- "I don't need all of the medical and therapeutic treatment".

Introducing the NEW ProActive Program.

- The ProActive Program has been shortened from 11 days to 5 days to
accommodate those who could not take 2 weeks off of work.

- The price of the program has been REDUCED by nearly 70%.
- All medical and therapeutic sessions have been made optional so that each attendee can choose what services are best suited for their needs.
- The number of Physician Lifestyle Lectures has increased.
- The Program still includes the Music Experience, The Farm Experience, and Plant Based Cooking Labs.

**NEWSTART ProActive Web Page** [Click Here](http://us1.campaign-archive1.com/?u=f62eb1c3def2a47eba065c05e&id=e22b4800dd&c=1ba723b24a)
or Call 1 800-525-9192